Silver-enhanced colloidal gold as a cell surface marker for photoelectron microscopy.
Colloidal gold labeling in conjunction with silver enhancement was investigated as a labeling technique for photoelectron microscopy (PEM). PEM uses UV-stimulated electron emission to image uncoated cell surfaces, and markers for cell surfaces need to be sufficiently photoemissive to be clearly visible against this background. Label contrast provided by 6 nm or 20 nm colloidal gold markers alone was compared to that provided by 6 nm markers after silver enhancement, using both direct and indirect labeling methods for fibronectin on human fibroblast cell surfaces. In all cases, details of the fibrillar fibronectin labeling distribution which were barely discernible before silver enhancement became highly visible against the cellular surface features. Two factors evidently contribute to the pronounced increase in label contrast with silver enhancement: (1) Increased particle size, which was documented by transmission electron microscopy, and (2) increased photoemission resulting from a silver coating on the enhanced gold markers, compared with the protein coating on the unenhanced gold markers. These data demonstrate that silver enhancement of colloidal gold labeling patterns in PEM images is a highly effective method for localization of specific sites on cell surfaces.